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Abstract:

Lithography, etch and stress are dominant effects impacting the functionality and performance of designs at 65nm and below. This paper discusses pattern dependent variability caused by these effects and discusses a model-based approach to extracting this variability. A methodology to gauge the extent of this pattern dependent variability for standard cells is presented by looking at the difference in transistor parameters when the cell is analyzed in different contexts. A full-chip methodology that addresses the delay change due to systematic variation has been introduced to analyze and repair a 65nm digital design.

II. Pattern-Dependent Litho/Etch Variability

In modern projection lithography, the numerical aperture (NA) of the scanner optical system is increasing and is above 1 in the case of immersion lithography. Simultaneously, the k1 factor (normalized line width k1=CD/(\lambda/NA), where CD is minimum feature size, \lambda the wavelength) is steadily decreasing from generation to generation. As a result of smaller k1 (k1~0.3 at 45nm node), pattern fidelity deteriorates resulting in an increased number of “hotspots” or critical locations in layout that have a critically small process window even though layouts may be design rule compliant. Some of these hotspots can lead to catastrophic failures, such as predictable opens and shorts while others can be marginal, impacting yield due to process variations. Even with more aggressive OPC/RET, the number of hotspots tends to increase as technology scales [1].

Likewise, the increased variability from 65nm to 45nm leads to stronger manufacturability impact. There are larger intra-pattern and pattern-to-pattern variations, especially for immature litho, etch processes and OPC. Several fundamental litho choices impact pattern fidelity and variability – immersion/dry; lithography settings and illumination techniques; selected design rules; RET/OPC aggressiveness, CD control on mask, etc. For instance, gate CD variability can increase ~1.5-2 times from a regular pattern (with restricted design rules) to random/variable pattern (flexible design rules) [1]. It’s interesting to note that, according to ITRS, CD control < 4nm (3\sigma) has NO known solutions today [2]. This will lead to increasing but predictable variability in transistor current depending on poly and active patterns.

Fabless designers who jointly work with the fab are increasingly required to perform early analysis of CD variability. This “DFM” information must be fed back to the design house for design optimization. DFM requirements are getting more complex due to the non-linearity and increased complexity of process-to-design and design-to-process interactions. They must therefore be addressed with models and simulation.
III. Strained Silicon and Pattern-Dependent Stress

Increasingly, in nanometer processes, strained silicon is used to increase the switching speeds of transistors by enhancing the carrier (electron/hole) mobility. This occurs due to the lowering of the effective mass of the carrier under strain:

\[ \mu = \frac{q_\tau}{m_*} \]  

where \( 1/\tau \) is the scattering rate and \( m_* \) is the carrier effective mass. Mobility directly modifies the carrier velocity, \( \nu \) according to the applied electric field, \( E \) as:

\[ \nu = \mu E \]  

Since carrier velocity is directly proportional to the transistor switching speed, mobility directly influences it. In the nanometer regime, biaxial stress has been the conventional method to strain the transistor channel. A widely adopted method to introduce wafer-based biaxial stress to enhance CMOS performance is practiced by growing a silicon film atop relaxed SiGe virtual substrate. For standard layout and wafer orientations, NMOS performance (electron mobility) is enhanced by uniaxial longitudinal tensile stress while PMOS performance (hole mobility) is enhanced by uniaxial longitudinal compressive stress. Interestingly, both NMOS and PMOS performance are enhanced by biaxial tensile stress [3]. However, due to recent studies that have revealed its advantages uniaxial process strained silicon is being adopted in nearly all high-performance logic technologies. A predominant method of introducing uniaxial longitudinal stress is by deposition of CVD silicon nitride film on the device structure. This enhances electron mobility, thereby improving NMOS performance. A compressive silicon nitride capping layer can generate uniaxial longitudinal compressive stress in the PMOS channel enhancing hole mobility. Such a dual stress liner process architecture with tensile and compressive silicon nitride layers over NMOS and PMPOS respectively is illustrated in Fig 5. Alternatively, p-channel device performance is enhanced by using selective SiGe layer as source/drain regions.

![Figure 1: Introduction of uniaxial longitudinal stress in CMOS devices. [4]](image1)

Note that as the STI width is modulated, the transverse tensile channel stress is also modulated. Higher STI width results in a larger amount of STI to pull the channel as shown in Figure 2. This change in applied transverse stress can be brought about by varying diffusion topologies (north/south) and this will cause a direct change to the mobility of the transistor in consideration. Likewise, diffusion to the left and right of a given transistor will change its longitudinal stress.

![Figure 2: Effect of varying STI width on channel stress for different transistor widths [3].](image2)

Figure 3 shows simulations of the lateral compressive stress in the channel as a function of poly pitch and film stress, where the poly pitch effect is enhanced slightly as the film stress increases. This stress reduction is a result of poly gate disrupting the stressor vector in the lateral direction [5]. Figure 4 contains experimental data showing the poly pitch effect as the PMOS Idsat-Ioff improvement decreases as poly pitch reduces. Results for both a contact etch stop layer (cESL) and a dual Etch Stop Layer (dESL) integration scheme (where both tensile and compressive films are used for simultaneous NMOS and PMOS improvement) are shown. It is clear that stress impact of neighboring poly gates significantly exacerbates the poly pitch related variability that are attributed to lithography and etch.

![Figure 3: Mechanical stress simulations for lateral compressive stress in the PMOS channel versus gate poly pitch as a function of film stress [5].](image3)
IV. Predictive Litho/Etch Simulation

To bring these systematic process effects in design, model-based solutions are needed. To address litho effects, a predictive litho and etch simulation methodology utilizes a fast, accurate and secure model, which captures the entire RET/OPC manufacturing flow, including retargeting, assist-feature insertion, PSM, OPC and etch information released by the designer-specific target fab. From a simulator using this secure model, silicon contours for shapes drawn on diffusion, poly, and metal layers are determined as shown in Fig 5 [6]. The secure model characterizes process performance and predicts the effects of RET, OPC, litho, etch and mask effects on design shapes without having to run the RET/OPC flow. Designers can apply this model to their design databases to accurately predict the silicon contours across the process window, for shapes drawn on diffusion, poly and metal layers and detect printability hotspots such as bridging (short), pinching (open), contact overlap, etc.

The model is fast enough to enable simulation across the process window of a full-chip database in hours [6], and therefore is usable in a design environment.

Figure 6: Diffusion and poly gate contour simulation across process window using 65nm secure model [7]

Figure 6 shows the silicon contour prediction using such a secure model at different process points (focus, exposure) of poly and active layers on a 65nm process. This systematic shape variation on silicon can lead to changes in the drive current of a transistor which must be predicted for accurate circuit simulation.

V. Litho/Stress Aware Electrical Models

Since the silicon rounding effects (flaring, necking) on poly and active layers significantly change the shape of the transistor channel, accurate circuit simulation requires a contour-based extraction based on actual drive current in the channel. A current density model to predict the drawn drive current must include narrow width effects [7]. For narrow width devices, more (or less) current may flow at the edge of the device, due to corner rounding, stress, or non-uniform dopant distributions. A physically-based analytical current density model can be derived from the currents for a range of device widths and lengths. This model can thus easily be calibrated to silicon data or SPICE models. Average gate length models do not account for narrow width effects, which can contribute up to 25% more (or less) current per unit width than wide transistors.

Figure 7: (a) 3-D device geometry for 50nm gate (b) Current density profile across width of device using 3-D TCAD (c) Current density profile comparison of 3-D TCAD and current density model prediction.
Figure 7 shows the prediction of current density using the analytical current density model for a 50nm transistor compared to the simulated current density from a 3-D device simulation of the same transistor using TCAD software [8]. The narrow width effect is pronounced at the edges of the device and can be seen to be accurately captured with the model. Figure 8 (a) shows the result of shape simulation using the secure model for a 65nm process compared to SEM silicon image of a T-shaped transistor structure [7]. Applying the current density model to these silicon contours, the simulated currents have been compared to measured data. The solid line shows the calculated currents using the analytical current density model. The dashed line shows the currents assuming a uniform current density across the width of the device which significantly overestimates the current.

Additional to shape effects, neighboring geometries can introduce asymmetries in the current density, due to stress effects. These effects are difficult to capture in standard compact models, which typically reflect mean values of mobility and threshold voltage. However, the current density equations can be used to account for these stress effects. Consider the case of active spacing above and below the transistor, shown in Figure 9 (a). The influence of STI stress from the neighboring active will cause the mobility to vary down the width of the device. These effects can be modeled and used to modify the analytical current density calculation. For active spacing, the current density coefficients can be modified with a power law stress relaxation equation:

\[ Coeff = Coeff \left( \frac{0.5}{1 + \left( \frac{D}{Wsp_1} \right)^2} \right) + \frac{0.5}{1 + \left( \frac{D}{Wsp_2} \right)^2} \]  

(3)

where \( Coeff \) is the required current density coefficient, \( D \) is the range, and \( F \) is the power law. Similar equations can be applied for other process induced stress effects, such as neighboring poly, dual stress liner, contact volume, and SiGe volume. The total current can then be calculated by integrating the current density along the width of the device. This current can differ significantly from the currents captured in a compact SPICE model depending on neighboring layout patterns. Most SPICE simulators allow the instantiation of parameters DELVT0 and U0 in the transistor element card of the SPICE netlist. These instance parameters modify the threshold voltage and mobility of the compact SPICE model for the given instance. The current density can be used to determine an effective DELVT0 (threshold voltage shift) and U0 (low field mobility) such that the compact model will produce the desired current. If SPICE models have been built with the LOD (length of diffusion) effect and WPE (Well Proximity Effect), they have to be modified. For example, neighboring active can introduce an asymmetry in the SA and SB parameters of the BSIM4 model. This can be corrected by placing the model in a subcircuit, for NMOS and PMOS, and adding equations that correct for the asymmetry. Additional layout parameters, such as active spacing can also be passed to this subcircuit. This combination, of the current density model and subcircuit compact model modification captures the silicon stress effects and enables designers to simulate their impact on design behavior.

With predictive litho/etch simulation followed by litho/stress aware electrical current calculation, transistor parameters can be extracted and updated in the SPICE netlist. Designers can then simulate the updated transistor-level netlist and perform an accurate timing simulation or leakage estimation. Chip designers using pre-characterized standard cells in an implementation flow based on synthesis and place-and-
route tools and timing sign-off flow based on static timing analysis can also apply this methodology.

VI. Cell Library Analysis

When designing a standard cell or characterizing its electrical behavior prior to use in a chip implementation flow, it is important to know the impact of layout context-dependent manufacturing variations on the cell’s parametric views such as timing and leakage. During standard cell design, this context-dependent parametric analysis can be used to improve the cell layout and architecture so that variability is minimized. During chip implementation, the context-dependent variability is used to drive implementation tools (place-and-route) to limit the use of highly variable cells in timing-critical parts of the design and avoid leakage hotspots due to placement-related variability [9].

A flow for context-dependent library analysis is shown in Fig. 10, where other cells of the library are used to generate contexts for each standard cell of interest. The contexts for the cell are randomly generated using user-controlled parameters for context halo, spacing, filler cell occupancy rate, number of contexts and so on. Once the contexts for a cell are created, each context is analyzed with silicon contour simulation followed by contour-based extraction of transistor (and interconnect) parameters, and subsequently an analysis of the variation in timing and leakage from nominal (or drawn layout) for each cell context. A histogram of the variability in transistor/interconnect parameters and timing/leakage characteristics of the cell with the number of contexts is obtained. Statistics of the spread in variability provide insight into the cell’s vulnerability to placement. From a histogram of the variation in the cell’s transistor parameters (L, W, U0, Vt) as shown in Fig. 11, or its performance attributes, metrics are derived from each histogram to determine a variability index for the cell. The mean and spread of the histogram are used to derive the variability index such that the higher the index, the more robust a cell is to placement-related variability. The variability index for each cell offers a mechanism to compare and contrast the relative robustness of different cell types or of different cell layouts of the same type to placement change. Such an index can be utilized by place-and-route tools to direct placement of cells in timing-critical areas of the design. [9]

VII. Full Chip Analysis

To determine the impact of manufacturing variations in the context of a placed and routed design layout, the timing behavior of each instance of a standard cell, given its input waveforms and wire load, is determined using a fast simulation of that cell’s transistors with device parameters appropriately modified after contour simulation and parameter extraction. The design is traversed in a topological breadth-first order, and each instance simulated with the cell transistors.
the cell with modified transistor parameters and wire parasitics. This is calculated as:

\[ \Delta \tau = t_{d1} - t_d \]  

and written out as an incremental delay file which can be imported into a static timing analyzer. Note that \( t_d \) is the delay with manufacturing variations and \( t_d \) is the delay of the drawn netlist in (4). A design methodology incorporating systematic variation analysis is shown in Fig. 12. Design data, parasitic extraction file and a static timing report are read in and systematic variation analysis is performed. For both critical instances and nets of the design (defined by timing slack) or for all nets and instances, this analysis consists of contour simulation followed by parameter extraction and computation of delay change as in (4). The resulting delay changes are back-annotated into a static timing analyzer to report new critical paths and violations (timing “hotspots”) due to systematic variation. Figure 13 shows the timing report of a failing critical path under systematic variation in a 65nm SoC designed for a clock period of 3.25ns. Each timing point in the critical path is identified and the corresponding incremental delay, the “variability delta and the total path delay up to that timing point is listed [10].

Once new timing violations due to systematic variation are identified, repair directives are issued to the place and route tool. The timing “hotspots” repair directives are modified timing constraints that tighten the timing requirement between failing pins. By adhering to the new timing constraints, the place and route tool is able to fix the systematic timing violations [10]. Figure 14 shows the report from systematic variation analysis of the fixed design. Comparing Fig. 14 to Fig. 13 shows that the critical path is now within spec.

VIII. Conclusion

To address systematic variability at 65nm and below, a model-based DFM methodology is required. Due to the increased complexity of process-to-design and design-to-process interactions, simple rule-based techniques are not sufficient anymore. Lithography, etch and stress effects, and their impact on transistor/interconnect parameters must be well understood during design. In standard cell design for digital ICs, the impact of layout proximity on parametric variation due to litho, stress and etch can be captured using random context-based analysis. The results can be compiled into a cell variability index to drive place and route tools. For full-chip designs, a methodology to detect and repair “timing hotspots” has been presented.
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